1-53 Rinku Ohrai-kita Izumisano Osaka
+81-72-458-6166

【ACCESS】

From Kansai International Airport(KIX) About 20 min
Take JR/Nankai local train or Kanku Express.
Get off at Rinku Town Station. 10-minute walk.

From JR Shin-Osaka Station About 70 min
Take Local or Rapid train on JR Kyoto Line to Osaka Station. At Osaka station, take Rapid train to Kanku(KIX).
Get off at Rinku Town Station. 10-minute walk.

From Namba Station on Nankai Line About 40 min
Take Airport Express on Nankai Line.
Get off at Rinku Town Station. 10-minute walk.

From RinkuTown station to our office
1. Get out Exit 3 and you'll see the Star Gate hotel on your left side.
2. Go down the stair
3. Walk straight about 400m
4. Turn left on the second traffic light and you'll see the building for antiriot police on your right side.
5. Walk about 150m and turn the corner.
6. You'll see the "ISUZU GLASS" (10-15min from the station)